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AIM

• To ensure all partners are aware of work underway and that key concepts are feeding into the different 
aspects of work



Session 1 

City policy and bylaw 
process



NZC new buildings 2030: how is it going?

Draft policy approved 
at subcommittee 
level; to council for 
approval for public 
participation process 
(now). 

Will begin bylaw 
drafting process in 
parallel. 

Working on 
institutionalising 
policy (SDBIP/KPIs). 

Draft policy well 
received by sub 
council committee 
and goes to council for 
approval to engage 
public comment end 
September. 

Will begin bylaw 
drafting process in 
parallel. 

Developing a JD for 
‘low carbon’ buildings 
position.

Draft policy and bylaw 
review being done by 
CSIR. On track for 
council approval for 
public participation by 
Jan 2021.

Draft NZC Buildings 
Policy and tbc which 
elements into Building 
bylaw and which via 
Climate Change 
strategy.

Have permanent ‘low 
carbon’ buildings 
position.



Update on compliance challenge 

Is bylaw preclusion of two of the routes to compliance as offered in the NBR XA legally 
permissible?

• A single route to compliance would conflict with the NBR. If the NBR unconstitutionally 
compromises the municipality’s right to exercise its Schedule 4B competence, national 
legislation will remain in force and valid (and must be complied with) until such time 
as declared invalid by the Constitutional Court . 

There is currently limited appetite to test this in court; however, this could be pursued should 
national government or sector not have shifted approach by 2025. 

• If a City bylaw gives all three routes to compliance as offered in the NBR XA, but with 
stricter parameters, it will not be in conflict with the NBR as a person can comply with both 
simultaneously. 

Technical complexity may result in conflict with NBR and it would negate the reason for 
performance preference which is to enable dynamic and flexible design solutions required to 
achieve ambitious efficiency.

• The NBR in Section 2 provides for the exemption of a municipality/ies from the NBR or 
specific provisions of the NBR, by the Minister.

This offers an important opportunity for national government to support Cities as climate 
leaders, without necessitating constitutional court intervention.



2021 - 2022 2023 - 2025 2025 - 2030

NBR/SANS 10400 XA 
(update):
a. Prescriptive
b. Reference
c. Rational design

NBR/SANS 10400 XA: PLUS EUI 
values. X 3 NBR compliance 
routes with (EDGE 
demonstrated) EUI value or 
modelled EUI value

‘Going beyond’:
Rational design
- EDGE  mainstreamed
- National endorsement

EUI
compliance 
routes



2020 - 2030 2030 -

Voluntary
In line with City’s Electricity bylaw and PV Application 
Process

Requirement
In line with City’s Electricity Bylaw and 
PV Application Process. Monitoring via 
approval documentation /others) and 
utility 

RE
compliance 
routes



Discussion points and next steps

• Iterative by sector? Banking Association SA says ideally not 
residential sector?

• Cities to date excluding low income/affordable or social housing 
– but this is where there are important affordability wins?

• Call for a uniform approach – preferably within SANS?

• Incentives?

• Handling the PP in a context of dynamic policy development?

• Compliance monitoring – what next steps?



Session 2: 

Edge Working Group & GBCSA NZC 
capacity development



Edge Working Group

• “Dts”/prescriptive route is the most widely 
used method of compliance.

• A bridge between the ease of use of a 
deemed to satisfy approach with the 
additional insights from a rational 
assessment will be needed to meet city 
policy objectives. 

• Can EDGE be used as a deemed to satisfy 
tool for SANS10400-XA? Any required 
features or additional requirements still 
outstanding?



EDGE for ‘dts’ – summary of findings (Solid Green)

1. In general EDGE maps well to the minimum requirements.

2. Ground floors would have to be included in EDGE calculations.

3. Gas to be included in the 50% minimum requirement for hot water. 

4. If possible, a warning on minimum shgc and uvalue based on the new 
sans tables. eg if they have 26% window to floor area then the tool should 
provide the required minimum performance as per the code.

5. Add input for calculated lighting power density to EDGE.



Energy/NZC education and capacity

• Modular: 
• Introductory: building energy 

landscape in SA

• SANS 10400 XA 

• EDGE training and operation

• NZC training

• Energy modelling simulation

• NZC new buildings for 
municipalities – govt and 
municipalities

• Design sector and BCOs/City 
staff



Session 3: 

Building Consensus: feedback on 
research and pilot process



‘Building consensus’: achieving market scale transition

• Technical and policy 
solutions alone won’t 
achieve the transition 

• Research and Pilot

• Towards:
• Compelling business case

• Capital available on 
enabling terms



‘Building consensus’ - some points emerging

Status Quo

• Built environment huge part of economy

• Low growth, uncertainty and rising prices (and new residential can’t compete with secondary 
market)

• Repurposing and environmental and health trends = opportunity

• Sector has not really quantified the value/premium of the green building and are weak in terms of 
valuing the ongoing operational saving. 

• Investment is looking for more green assets and developers see potential market value – support 
move to NZC

• Econ vs financial disconnect: Need to share the value of the economic value generated (jobs, 
localisation, public housing, access to climate funds) – via Incentives (and disincentives)

Solutions: 

• Policy and regulation seen as important market enabler; should be uniform across metros

• Suite of financial mechanisms e.g. climate finance/concessional finance instruments 

• Customer education so that there is a visible increase in the sale value of EE properties

• Quantification of the added value – DATA

• Technical support / capacity

• National roadmap 



Notes from discussion

• NZC buildings will positively influence all aspects of lives

• Major economic driver/building blocks of other economic activities: significant role 
in NZC transformation 

• Takes it from just a technical issue to a broad economic, social, env policy issue

• Sector thrives on stimulus – nb role of govt financed buildings

• Access to capital dependent on ESG “house being in order”

• Economic benefits require market transformation scale

• Split incentive - suite of solutions to hurdles

• Let’s identify what is already in the mix in terms of public sector offers, what 
working well, what not, use this to leverage DFI

• Market data collection – what and how and sharing – central collation

• Green lease review – more sophistication required

• Plan to benefit: e.g. drive own capacity for local benefit, support the ability of 
small business within the green buildings drive (skills, access to capital, improved 
market delivery)

• Clear response plan, manage risk, incremental – Position Statement



Notes from discussion

• Real estate roadshow – powerful comms re viability – speak to those 
stuck in BAU

• Key drivers of such an initiative? SAPOA could carry the flag to the 
property sector (straddle public and pvt sector); Tech partner = 
GBCSA; Cities and VI into provincial and national

• Financial sector championship via ESG requirements

• National policy champion

• Anybody left out: NBI, National Home Builders Council

• COJ closing statement: 
• The Cities will proceed in creating a stronger policy and regulatory 

framework, will be out within the next year or two, with a clear pathway; 
• but realise it is beyond just a regulatory framework, so although who will 

champion this bigger push remains to be seen, the City message is that it is 
not about making the rules more complicated, but a real desire to mobilise 
partners, have the conversations, establish the commitment.



‘Building consensus’: way forward

• Position statement: GBCSA 
Conference October as a 
point of departure

• (Phase II funding)

• Sector forum/initiative 
towards NZC:

• Vision and political 
commitment

• Policy and financial and 
regulatory frameworks

• Tech working groups
• Commitments,
• ETC

Cities

Market: 
owners 

and 
occupiers

Provincial 
and national 
government

Services sector: 
developers, 

investors, lenders, 
designers, 

construction 
industry, real estate 

sector, etc



Discussion points and next steps

• What findings should be incorporated back into policy?

• How to share findings and outcomes with other Cities and sector at 
large (City sessions, GBCSA conference, podcasts, etc)

• How to move towards a national initiative? Our roles?

• Government buildings

• Developing an outline of what incentives already in the mix from 
government

• Market data collection – who does this, how, can Cities contribute?

• Addressing those ‘stuck in BAU’?

• Steps towards a national intiative…who, what and how



Session 4: 

National government/VI



Engaging national government

Cities

Market: 
owners and 
occupiers

Provincial 
and national 
government

Services 
sector



Discussion points and next steps

• What is the goal? National initiative; inclusion “Metro EUI Table” within 
SANS 10400 XA?

• Alignment with NT Construction Permitting/ Ease of Doing Business 
work (SNDB) – and addressing the disjuncture within metros

This a very focussed area of work; vs NZC. Need to consider who will 
best champion this work at national – policy lead not just technical?

• Bi laterals as starting point: who, what, when?

• Possible inclusion of the Presidency should we need to unlock 
legislative challenges and ito M&V

• Support to EPC of DMRE? Can the Cities offer something clear here?

• Role of the Edge working group – SANS 10400XA supporting tool?

• Towards a full national session? what, when and who?



• www.sustainable.org.za

• www.cityenergy.org.za

• www.c40.org

• www.c40knowledgehub.org

http://www.sustainabl.org.za/
http://www.cityenergy.org.za/
http://www.c40.org/
http://www.c40knowledgehub.org/

